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SAX NOTICES 

ORIENTEERING AT HOME 

British Orienteering has a wide range of free orienteering 
activities which are fun and easy to do around your home 

and garden.  Check out their top suggestions. 

https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/Home_Resources 
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EDITORIAL 

W 
elcome to a most unusual issue of SaxAlert.  
Let me start by saying that I hope you and 
yours are all healthy and coping well in these 
difficult times.  

It is somewhat bizarre to be editing an orienteering club 
newsletter when there is no orienteering taking place 
anywhere in the country.  I must admit that initially I was 
unsure what interest there would be in contributing to a 
digital-only issue being published under restricted 
conditions.  But in strange and unprecedented 
circumstances perhaps the best thing to do is to try to 

retain a sense of normality.  SaxAlert also has an important role in club 

communications and keeping our spirits up.   

So it was with gratitude (not to mention relief!) that I received a great response 
to the call for articles.  As a result we have quite a bumper issue for you: with a 
quiz and a challenge, some great ideas for keeping fit and sharpening up your 
orienteering and course planning skills despite the restrictions, a major feature 
on the Kent Orienteering Weekend (and, yes, I do know it didn't take place - 
read on to find out why we're featuring it), Letters from the Lakes and Yorkshire, 

a long-serving member's reminiscences, other feature articles, and plenty of the 
usual league and event reports. In a previous editorial I commented that 
'Forward Momentum' seemed to be an appropriate motto for Saxons, given 
what a busy (not-so) little club we are.  This issue has proved me right. Thank 
you all for your contributions - much appreciated, especially in the present 
circumstances. 

I'd like to end this Editorial on two key points.  Firstly, please give your attention 

to British Orienteering’s 'Back to Orienteering Action Plan' draft consultation 
document (recently emailed to members but also available at https://
www.britishorienteering.org.uk//index.php?pg=news_archive&item=5189). 

This is a provisional roadmap for resuming orienteering safely once government 
restrictions start to be lifted.  Feedback from members is welcomed, and should 
be sent to the Chief Executive, Peter Hart, by Thursday 7th May, at 
peter.hart@britishorienteering.org.uk. 

The other point I want to finish on is by sharing an image that recently came into 
my possession, for much the same reason why I am passing it on now.  This is 
an excerpt from the 1943 Commando Training Manual, and is just as relevant 
now as it was in those dark days nearly 80 years ago.  The statement that 
'Morale training is far more important than any other' and the four aspects of it 
listed below can readily be applied to being an orienteer at present.  (Or during 
any normal orienteering event for that matter - 'Enthusiasm and cheerfulness, 

https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/index.php?pg=news_archive&item=5189
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/index.php?pg=news_archive&item=5189
mailto:peter.hart@britishorienteering.org.uk
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especially under bad conditions' seems remarkably and repeatedly familiar to 
this author!)   

Maintaining a strong sense of morale will see every one of us through these 
difficult times.  How we can each achieve that is very personal and individual, 
but it is, indeed, all in the mind and the heart.  Please, do what you can to keep 

your spirits up while orienteering is in its enforced close season.  And, above 
all, stay well and safe. 

Graham Denney 

 

 

 

The woods are still there, waiting for you… 

Lone control at Chalkney Woods, Essex 
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 CONGRATULATIONS 

Ffion Bricknell—2nd in her age class for England in the Interland Cup, at 

Burnham Beeches/Egypt Woods on 1st March 

Sarah Howes—3rd in W60 at the British Night Championships, Hambleden 

on 22nd February 

 

Sarah on the podium at the British Night Champs 

 

BRITISH ORIENTEERING PERFORMANCE 
AWARDS 

Well done to the following: 

Alexander Pullen Navigation Challenge 23/01/2020 

Anne Poole Navigation Challenge 03/02/2020 

Charlie Pickin Racing Challenge: Silver Award 03/02/2020 

 Racing Challenge: Bronze Award 03/02/2020 

 Navigation Challenge 03/02/2020 

Holly Howe  Racing Challenge: Gold Award 14/01/2020 

Karen Ransley Racing Challenge: Bronze Award 10/11/2019 

 Racing Challenge: Bronze Award 14/01/2020 

Kasie Chapman Racing Challenge: Gold Award 10/02/2020 
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If you are missing these awards make sure you put your BOF number on your 

registration form, especially if you are hiring a dibber.  

The number of stars indicate the technical difficulty- 2*=Yellow, 3* = Orange,4* 

= Light Green, 5* = Short Green – Black.  You get a Gold racing award if your 

time is less than the course length x 12.5 mins, Silver x 15mins and Bronze x 

20 mins. 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 

Jean Fitzgerald 

W 
hile we are all keeping out of the woods, do 

keep an eye on the Saxons website. We are 

adding competitions, games, links etc to help 

keep your navigating brain working. We 

currently have 3 old Saxons maps for you to identify and a 

chance to learn how to use Purple Pen. This is a free 

software package that enables you to draw courses on an 

orienteering map-see how your courses are produced. If 

you think you might be up for a go at planning a course for 

an event check out the details of how to do it on our 

website under club info/resources or contact one of our committee members.  

There is also a ‘map snippette’ quiz-see if you an identify what area the map 

snips come from. Don’t forget there are training videos on our website too. 

Coming shortly will be a Trail O Photo O competition-win a free entry to a 

Saxons event. Trail Orienteering was developed to offer everyone, including 

people with limited mobility, a chance to participate in orienteering competitions 

and is a great discipline for training fine map-reading skills. In Trail O up to 5 

control flags are hung in the terrain often on similar features. Only one of these 

flags is on the correct feature as described in the control description and as 

shown in the centre of the control circle on the map. You have to decide which 

is the correct placement. This is done from a distance (you are not allowed to 

approach the control site). Sounds straightforward doesn’t it, but it’s not easy. 

So do have a go. Check the website for details. 

Also check the British Orienteering and Nopesport websites for other ideas to 

keep you amused. In particular there is a series of BO webinars on YouTube 

which should keep you entertained for a while. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbyxnX-HXIfQJGycFJ8vEsg 

They also have a link (was not yet live on 13 April) which will have a selection 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbyxnX-HXIfQJGycFJ8vEsg
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of games for young and old to do at home and remain active. 

https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/Home_Orienteering 

Meanwhile a small group of Saxons has been trying out MapRunner. This is 

Orienteering using smartphones for punching and timing. Again, see their 

website for details. 

 http://maprunners.weebly.com/ 

In this programme you can set up your own local orienteering course after a bit 

of fiddling (I didn’t but someone did it for me) so you can time yourself around 

your local streets doing a score course while taking your daily exercise and 

keeping socially distanced. We hope that Saxons can make use of this 

programme once we are allowed out again, possibly to set up a Permanent 

Orienteering Course League. Other clubs (see Devon website) have used it for 

training events. 

Your committee has held one virtual committee meeting and we will follow that 

up with a video call shortly to discuss issues raised. Our next meeting is 

scheduled for early June so may also be by video link. If you have any issues, 

queries or good idea we would be pleased to receive them.  

Although there are no events scheduled in the near future, as soon as we are 

able Saxons will be putting on events again. Initially these may be low-key, but 

we aim to reschedule our cancelled Kent Orienteering Weekend at the first 

opportunity (subject to access). 

Saxons committee hopes all our members and their families are keeping safe 

in this difficult time and look forward to seeing you all in the forests soon. 

 

COMMITTEE NEWS 

S 
axons committee held our first 'virtual' committee meeting on 17 

April. We are still working for you even though orienteering as we 

know it is cancelled at present. Topics we discussed included the 

potential use of permanent orienteering courses and other virtual 

courses to keep active while the country is in lockdown. UK Government 

advice is that you can go out with members of your household to exercise once 

a day while maintaining social distancing from others. Why not use a local POC 

for your exercise? Details of locations of Saxons POCs are on our website. 

MapRun courses are virtual courses set up on smart phones. Currently we are 

developing courses and more on this will be available soon. Please keep an 

https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/Home_Orienteering
http://maprunners.weebly.com/
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eye on our website for updates. 

 

The many happy faces of your Committee! 

 

FUTURE EVENTS 
If you want to receive a weekly e-mail of orienteering events coming up you 

can subscribe here, visit the website oevents.info or use Neil Bricknell’s 

Event-O app (Google Play or Apple App Store). 

I have downloaded the following information from the British Orienteering 

events diary. It was correct at the time of download, please check the BO or 

club websites for details.  In the present circumstances, the best that can be 

said about this list is that these are the events currently known to have not 

been cancelled yet! 

Date Event Level Club Location 

Tue 23 Jun LOK London Park 

Race 

Local LOK Fryent CP, 

Kingsbury 

Tue 23 Jun MV Summer Series Local MV Nonsuch Park, 

London 

Sat 27 Jun DFOK NW Kent 5 - 

Jeskyns Community 

Woodland 

Local DFOK Gravesend 

Sat 4th Jul HH GLOSS Event Regional HH Moneyhole Park 

http://oevents.info/index.php/subscribe/
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Date Event Level Club Location 

Sun 12th 

Jul 

MV GLOSS Event Local MV Beddington Park, 

Croydon 

Tue 14th Jul MV Summer Series Local MV The Nower, 

Dorking 

Sun 19th 

Jul 

LOK GLOSS event Local LOK Ally Pally, S. 

London 

Tue 28th Jul MV Summer Series Local MV The Nower, 

Dorking 

Tue 11th 

Aug 

MV Summer Series Local MV The Nower, 

Dorking 

Tue 25th 

Aug 

MV Summer Series Local MV The Nower, 

Dorking 

Sun 30th 

Aug  

MV Urban Event National MV Leatherhead 

Sat 5th Sep HH Saturday League Local HH Stanborough, 

Welwyn Garden 

City 

Sat 12th 

Sep 

SLOW City of London 

Race (UKOL) 

National SLOW Rotherhithe 

Sun 13th 

Sep  

LOK - City Race 

Weekend (UKOL) 

National LOK King’s Cross 

Tue 22nd 

Sep 

MV Try Orienteering Local MV Beddington Park 

Sat 3rd Oct HH Saturday League & 

Youth League 

Local HH Sherrards Park 

Wood, Welwyn 

Garden City 

Sat 10th 

Oct  

Junior Home 

Internationals Individual 

National SLOW Marchants Hill, 

Haslemere 
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Date Event Level Club Location 

Sat 10th 

Oct   

SO SOG S6 Super 

SOG 

Local SO Rewell Quarry, 

Arundel 

Sun 11th 

Oct  

Junior Home 

Internationals Relays 

National SLOW Marchants Hill, 

Haslemere 

Sun 18th 

Oct  

GO Regional Event—

date may change 

Regional GO Chobham North 

Sat 7th Nov HH Saturday League & 

Youth League 

Local HH Panshanger, 

Hertford 

Sun 8th 

Nov  

SE Championships and 

SE League 

National SN Hindhead 

Sat 14th 

Nov  

British Schools 

Championships 

Training event 

Local HH Tolmers Scout 

Camp, Cuffley 

Sat 14th 

Nov  

British Schools 

Championships SQE 

Local HH Great Wood, 

Northaw, Cuffley 

Sun 15th 

Nov  

British Schools 

Orienteering 

Championships  

National HH Wormley Woods 

Sun 15th 

Nov   

CHIG SWELL and 

Regional event 

Regional CHIG Broxbourne 

Woods, 

Hoddesden 

Sun 22nd 

Nov  

SLOW South East 

League event 

National SLOW Wimbledon 

Common 

Sat 28th 

Nov 

SE Night Champs  Regional SO tbc, E. Grinstead 

Sun 29th 

Nov 

SO Regional event Regional SO tbc, E. Grinstead 
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Key to table 

Local: Low key local events put on by clubs primarily for their own members 

and newcomers. Generally a limited number of courses are available.  

Regional: These generally have six courses available of different lengths and 

technical difficultly. They are aimed at club members plus participants from 

other local clubs and generally attract larger numbers of entries.   

National: High status events that aim to attract orienteers from around the 

country.  Generally they use the best terrain that can be found within a 

particular club’s mapped areas.  There may be 10 or more colour courses 

available. Serious orienteers enter a course specified for their age class, so 

they compete directly with their peers, but you can decide to enter a different 

course if you wish.    

Major: For elite and club orienteers.  Best terrain possible is used.  Age based 

courses but there are colour coded courses suitable for newcomers and the 

less competitive, so you can enter with your less keen family members and still 

have a fun day out.  The Club often takes a tent so we can all meet up. 

SE League: Shaded in the table above. These events are held on the best 

areas in the South East. You collect points for your Club and for yourself. 

KNC: Saxons weekly night orienteering – 1 hour score event then meet in a 

pub.  Suitable for all abilities but you will need a torch. 

KOL: Series of Saturday morning events held jointly SAX and DFOK, suitable 

Date Event Level Club Location 

Sat 5th Dec  HH Saturday League & 

Youth League 

Local  HH Fairlands Valley, 

Stevenage 

Sun 6th 

Dec  

GO SE League Event

  

National

  

GO Lynchmere, 

Hindhead 

Sun 13th 

Dec  

South East Families 

and Veterans 

National

  

MV Netley & 

Effingham, 

Dorking 

Sat 19th 

Dec 

SO Brighton City Race Regional

  

SO Brighton 

Sun 27th 

Dec  

SO Xmas Score  Local SO tbc 
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for all.  Lots of Juniors compete and collect points for their school.  

SOG: Southdowns Orienteers Saturday series. 

JK: The annual multi day Easter competition that moves round the country 

every year.  

SEOA BADGES 

Send off for your free colour course badge! 

You can get a fabric colour coded badge to sew on your track suit or O top, 

sponsored by the South East Orienteering Association, if you beat the par time 

three times, on any qualifying colour-coded course.  Three qualifications at the 

same colour get you a badge - there is no time limit on when you can get 

them.   

Par time is set at 150% of the winner’s time, or within 

the top 50% of competitors, whichever is greater, 

except for the White course, where you only have to 

complete the course three times to qualify.  

To obtain your badge, please send details of your 

qualifying results (organising club, event, course and 

orienteer's name) plus a stamped addressed 

envelope, to Anne Power, 6 Mallard Close, New Barnet, Herts EN5 1DH, or 

email Anne from the SEOA website Contacts page (https://www.seoa.org.uk/

contacts).  There is no charge for these badges, and Seniors and Juniors alike 

are eligible for them! 

 

JUNIORS’ PERSPECTIVES 
Thanks to Austin Howe for coming up with this clever and interesting 

challenge to keep us all on our orienteering toes during lockdown: 

Course Finder Challenge 

A 
ustin, our novice course planner, was supposed to be creating a 

Green Course for this weekend’s event at Ightham. Unfortunately, 

he’s gone on holiday leaving a map with the Start only, as well as 

some instructions on how to find each control. Realising his error, 

he’s also left a prize for whomever can complete the course in his absence.  

Can you complete what Austin started and claim the prize? 
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Directions 

• First download the Ightham Map from 

here then print it: www.saxons-oc.org/

documents/2020/trail_O_comp/

Course_Finder_Challenge_-_map.pdf?

cachebuster:80  

• Read the Instructions and try to identify 

the feature Austin is referring to in each 

instance 

• Mark the control site on your map 

• Email your completed map to team.captain@saxons-oc.org to claim your 

prize (you’ll need to scan or take a clear photo of your map first!) 

Control Descriptions 

Check Point 1 - From the Start head South for 450m to Boulder on RHS in 

Shallow Re-entrant. 

Check Point 2 - To your SW is a Spur. Head up the broad Spur travelling West. 

Cross the broken fence and navigate brambles Until you reach the Vegetation 

Boundary. Follow this to the S Corner. 

Check Point 3 - Navigate W to the path and follow this on to the road and past 

the Church on RHS. Just after the bend in the road, turn L onto path adjacent to 

small building. After 300m head N from main path to Earth Wall Bend, E corner. 

Check Point 4 - Follow Earth Wall to N corner and head N to Veg Boundary 

with Rough Open/Scattered Trees. Follow RHS of Veg Boundary to Small 

Depression. 

Check Point 5 - Head WNW from CP4 to main path. Follow path to road. CP5 

is on foot of Earth Wall adjacent to Distinctive Tree. 

Check Point 6 - Take one of the paths heading NW looking for a Spur on the 

LHS after 300m. Travel up Spur to Platform.  

Check Point 7 - Head approximately N to Path. Follow path NNE to Lay-by on 

major road. Cross road here and follow roadside path to road junction 150m to 

ESE. Follow path heading NE to Stream Crossing. 

Check Point 8 - Head NE 250m to Gully shaped like a Smile.  

Check Point 9 - Navigate E to path, joining road, then to path again before 

http://www.saxons-oc.org/documents/2020/trail_O_comp/Course_Finder_Challenge_-_map.pdf?cachebuster:80
http://www.saxons-oc.org/documents/2020/trail_O_comp/Course_Finder_Challenge_-_map.pdf?cachebuster:80
http://www.saxons-oc.org/documents/2020/trail_O_comp/Course_Finder_Challenge_-_map.pdf?cachebuster:80
http://www.saxons-oc.org/documents/2020/trail_O_comp/Course_Finder_Challenge_-_map.pdf?cachebuster:80
http://www.saxons-oc.org/documents/2020/trail_O_comp/Course_Finder_Challenge_-_map.pdf?cachebuster:80
http://www.saxons-oc.org/documents/2020/trail_O_comp/Course_Finder_Challenge_-_map.pdf?cachebuster:80
mailto:team.captain@saxons-oc.org
http://www.saxons-oc.org/documents/2020/trail_O_comp/Course_Finder_Challenge_-_map.pdf?cachebuster:80
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arriving at woodland. Take a bearing of ESE to Fence. Follow Fence to Large 

Depression.  

Finish - Head SSE to Car Park gravel road, navigating to Knoll at the S end of 

the Car Park.  

COACH’S CORNER 

Brendon Howe 

Self Guided OrienteeringTraining 

I 
n a break from my series on the TOPCAR mnemonic, I 

thought we would concentrate on training activities you 

can try during lockdown. Although we’re unable to travel, 

we can make use of the woods, fields, footpaths and 

roads around us.  

The training exercises I have for you are split into two broad categories: 

physical and mental. Hopefully, you will see the benefit of both aspects when 

we finally get back out in the woods. Before we get into the specifics, a couple 

of words on general fitness... 

As we get older unused muscles degrade more quickly over time. We need to 

counter this with regular exercise, but just as importantly, with strength and 

conditioning work.  

General Exercise Tips 

• Make an exercise schedule and try to stick to it 

• Try to include a mixture of exercises - cycling, running, walking, strength 

work, yoga, HIIT 

• If you need ideas/help, Google to find strength, HIIT or guided Yoga 

sessions 

• Make sure you include rest days to allow your body to recover 

• Have a mechanism to measure your performance - sports watch, mobile 

app, Fitbit etc. 

• Share your achievements - check out the Saxons Strava club feed - this 

can help with motivation. 
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Physical Orienteering Specific Exercises 

Hills Training 

O Races are often a hilly affair. Too often I find myself wheezing like a steam 

train up an impossibly steep incline whilst some whipper-snapper cruises past 

me barely out of breath. Our hills performance can be improved by practising 

running them. 

It’s difficult to find a really long steep hill in Kent, but we can get the same effect 

by running intervals. Here’s two you can try: 

The Doggy Stick Game 

• Jog to a place with a hill, then set your stopwatch to 

beep at 30s intervals (or just time yourself), find two 

sticks 

• Place one stick as your start, carry the other with on 

your first interval. 

• On the beep run up the hill for 30s, put the stick on 

the ground, run down and rest at the start stick. 

• On the next beep run back up and try to get past your stick before the 

beep. 

• If you pass it, pick up the stick and replace at your new ‘high score’ 

distance. 

• Repeat 10 times.  

• As you improve, try 60s intervals, or more reps.  

The Hill Saw 

• Find a longer gentler hill on one of your normal 

running routes. It needs to be at least 500m long, 

but the longer the better. 

• Run to the bottom of the hill to warm up. 

• Set your watch to beep on one minute intervals. 

• Run up the hill for 60s, then jog back for 60s. 
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• Hopefully, you should not reach your start point again. If you do, you’re 

not running up hill fast enough (or jog back for 30s only) 

• Repeat until you get to the top of the hill 

• Complete your run 

Rough Running 

I believe that Orienteering requires a different 

running gait than trail or road running. I’m always 

stuck by how quickly I tire when running across 

rough terrain.  

Road running is all about making forward progress 

and minimising wasted energy. Over time we get 

efficient at keeping our feet close to the ground, 

minimising ground contact time and reducing 

vertical body movement.  

Running rough ground needs higher leg raises, better core stability and better 

proprioception (6th sense -  dynamic balance). My failure to practise means I 

tire quickly running across rough ground.  

There are some drills we can try to help with Rough Running: 

Moon Boots 

For this drill you need leg weights. If you don’t have any, 

fashion something makeshift. How about a pair of long 

socks filled with soil or sand tied around your legs? Gaffer 

tape something heavy to an old pair of trainers perhaps? 

Get small children to wrap themselves around your legs 

tightly - one for each leg. 

Anyway, walk around the garden with your new ankle weights bringing you 

knee/upper leg to the vertical each time. Keep going until your legs get tired. 

Rest, then go again. 

James Bond’s Trunks 

For this exercise you need to live near a beach (James Bond 

Style trunks optional), or a shallow river. As part of your run, enter 

the water to about mid calf level. Run about 100m in the surf 

raising your leg above the surface each time, then rest. Repeat. 

Imagine you’re James Bond, or Pussy Galore (delete as 
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appropriate) 

The Shiggy Stomp 

This one is the most obvious drill. Find somewhere local that has rough ground; 

rough grass or low brambles would be ideal. Practise running across the rough 

ground so that your feet do not drag through the grass/brambles.  

Mental Skills Orienteering Exercises 

In the second part of this missive we will look at some drills that will help your 

orienteering skills. These aren’t quite as easy whilst adhering to the Stay Put 

policy, but with a bit of improvisation we can do all sorts.  

How Far to the Car? 

Distance estimation is something we can practise as 

part of our training regime. To play ‘How Far is the 

Car?’ You will need a GPS watch or smartphone 

(with an appropriate running app that shows distance 

progress). When out running challenge yourself to 

guesstimate how far away something is. The next 

lamp post or path junction for example. Run the 

distance and compare to your GPS device. How close were you? 

The are plenty of variations to this exercise. Try the same game in different 

terrain, or at night. Compare your pace counting at the same time. Try it up and 

down hills too.  

Multi-Task Madness 

As far as sport goes, I can’t think of one that has more of 

a mental element than orienteering. As a convert from 

running, I often find my mind wandering during a race 

when I should be concentrating on the map, my route, 

other legs etc. It’s pretty difficult to recreate the cerebral 

element, but introducing additional tasks while running is 

a good way to simulate the O challenge.  

Next time you’re out for a run, take a crossword, wordsearch or soduko with 

you. Try to complete this as you run around. Not only are you having to think 

and run, you’re also studying a piece of paper as you might an O map, and 

improving your proprioception.  

For a more authentic O feel, take an old O map with you and try to plan a route 

from two non-consecutive CPs. think how you would simplify the route, what 

key features you’d pass on the way, and what they might look like in real life. 
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Perhaps think through the TOPCAR mnemonic for some of the legs on the 

course.  

The Wiggly Bits Game 

Find somewhere near to home on your usual running 

route that has some complicated contour structure. 

Ideally, this would be somewhere for which you have 

map data on (either an O map, OS or online 

information). Take a piece of paper, a rubber and a 

pencil and try to sketch out the contour information for 

that piece of ground. Think about the shape of the contours and the steepness 

of the slope. Compare your drawing if possible with the actual map.  

The Mashed Potato Game 

A variation of Wiggly Bits Game is to try to re-create the 

complex contours on a segment of an O map using mashed 

potatoes. You could also try this in your back garden using 

sand or soil, but this is not as tasty.  

 

Indoor Activities 

The Lock Down has brought a host of online resources to the fore. I won’t 

regurgitate them here. Here’s a few things I’ve been entertaining myself with 

that you might like to try: 

Mapping 

Download the Open Orienteering Mapper app and 

use it to create a map of your local area. I used an 

exported image from Google Earth as my template 

to create a map of my garden. We then used this 

to create a SprintO race for the family (see 

Saxons Website News Article). Even without the 

race element, building a map is a useful way for 

you to think harder about what a map is and how 

the complex data is simplified into something 

worthwhile that makes sense to orienteers at speed.  

Course Planning 

Once you’ve made your map, upload it to Purple Pen and create your own O 

course to try. If you can’t be bothered to make your own map, check out Open 
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Orienteering Map (not the same as Open Orienteering Mapper). This is an 

online app that allows you to create quick O maps of street areas. This is often 

used as the basis for KNC urban events and is simple to use. If you live in a built 

up area, check out the postbox or plaque options as these allow you to create a 

course using existing features; you can then challenge the rest of the family to 

compete, treasure hunt style.  

I’ve also been tinkering around with an app called MapRunF. This allows you to 

create an O course that relies on GPS to validate your arrival at each CP. An 

option called QuickStart allows you to place controls based on a Google Earth 

style view of your surrounding area just by clicking the screen of your phone. 

CheckSites option can be used to create a proper StreetO with which you can 

compete against others.  

Conclusion 

Hopefully, with a bit of lateral thinking and some imagination, we can find a host 

of exercises we can do to keep our O-minds and O-bodies lithe, improving and 

ready for action. If you’ve got any nuggets to share, or a training question, 

please drop me a line.  

Finally, a quick word of warning, please adjust the training ideas above to suit 

your personal circumstances. You know what you’re capable of. Build up slowly 

(max 10% increase/week). Do push yourself, but don’t overdo it! 

 

PLANNING AND ROUTE CHOICE 

Richard Field 

T 
he orienteering planner’s tasks are set out in Appendix B: Course 

Planning of the Rules of Orienteering. This document defines route 

choice as “the option of taking more than one (sensible) route 

between two controls. This may, for example, be a choice of two 

different path routes, or one of a long path route versus a direct cross-country 

route.” 

Courses may be planned at different Technical Difficulty (TD) ranging from TD1 

(easiest) to TD5 (hardest). Courses at TD1 and TD2 must have “no route 

choice, including at the start banner.” Courses at TD3 should have “simple route 

choices” and courses at TD4 and TD5 should have “significant route choices”. 

For courses of TD4 or TD5, route choice has an important part to play in all 

types of orienteering event. Long distance orienteering events emphasise route 

choices and navigation in rough, demanding terrain; the control is the end-point 
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of a long leg with demanding route choice, and is not necessarily in itself difficult 

to find. For urban events, the planner should aim to make every leg pose a 

route choice challenge; finding the controls should not be the challenge; rather 

the ability to choose and complete the best route to them. 

Having planned the long distance event held at the Enchanted Place on 29 

February 2020 and the urban event at Kings Hill on 6 October 2019, I thought it 

would be interesting to see examples of orienteering legs with significant and 

simple route choices. 

This analysis is possible only because competitors have loaded their route 

choices into Routegadget. As a planner, it is fascinating to see whether 

orienteers have done what you expected them to do! 

Example 1: Green course, controls 12-13 at The Enchanted Place 

This leg presented a difficult route choice 

towards the end of the Green course. 

Competitors took three different routes. The 

direct route (olive green) is about 500m but 

involves some loss of height. A contour route 

(pink) has minimum climb but crosses two 

marshy areas. The long route (blue) involves 

about 30m of extra climb and adds about 

350m of distance. Looking at the split times, 

there wasn’t a lot to choose between them; all 

three runners took between 10 and 11 minutes 

for the leg with a difference of 37 seconds (about 5%) between the quickest 

(blue) and slowest (pink).  

Example 2: Brown course, controls 20-21 at The Enchanted Place 

This was another tricky leg towards the end of 

the Brown course. 

Competitors took two different routes. The 

direct route (pink) involves some complex 

navigation through the gorse thickets, but the 

difficulty of the terrain is mitigated by the fact 

that the leg is running downhill. The path route 

(blue) is more straightforward but is about 

100m (35%) longer. Looking at the split times, 

the direct route was clearly quicker – by 20 or 

30 seconds. 

https://www.routegadget.co.uk/
https://www.saxons-oc.org/events/rescheduled-event-at-enchanted-place-29-feb-2020
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Both routes called for precise navigation leading 

into the control. The direct route (red) doesn’t have 

such an obvious attack point as the path route 

(olive) but both these runners had to relocate before 

finding the control. With perfect navigation the path 

route may be slower but it is probably safer; lack of 

certainty cost the direct (red) runner about between 

2 and 3 minutes here. 

 

 

 

Example 3: Blue course, controls 13-14 at The Enchanted Place 

This was a relatively easy leg which called for a 

simple route choice. 

The choice here is simple: take the ride to the left or 

the ride to the right. There isn’t much difference 

between them and the navigational challenge is 

very similar.  

Comparing these two runners, the green route was 

quicker by a few seconds, but it could have gone 

either way.  

The key here is to recognise that it doesn’t really 

matter which way to go; just pick one and get on 

with it! 

Example 4: Blue course, controls 9-10 at Kings Hill 

This was a failure from a course planning 

perspective. All 9 runners who uploaded their 

routes did exactly the same thing, and I 

suspect they didn’t spend long weighing the 

alternatives. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.saxons-oc.org/events/kings-hill-urban-event-6-oct-2019
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Example 5: Blue course, controls 7-8 at Kings Hill 

Left: This was a much more successful leg in 

presenting valid route choices; the same 9 runners 

chose three different routes to navigate to control 8. 

The quickest two 

runners on this leg 

took this route (right). 

The navigation is easy and it is mostly straight 

lines (handy when on a fast urban event). It is also 

the shortest route, at 160m. 

 

 

 

Left: This is the route taken by the 

quickest runner overall (Neil 

Crickmore), but Neil was slower on this 

leg by about 10 seconds. It didn’t help 

that there was an uncrossable hedge 

just north of the control, necessitating a 

detour to go round one end or the 

other. Good eyesight is a requirement 

for urban events, even allowing for the 

map scale of 1:4,000. 

Right: It looks as though this route was 

the slowest. It is the longest route 

(200m compared with 160m for the 

shortest route and 180m for the middle 

one). For urban events, the shortest 

route will usually be the quickest, given 

that the terrain will be flat and fast. 
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LETTER FROM THE LAKES 

Rowan Purkis, Saxons 2003—2018 now LOC 

B 
y the time you read this we will have been living in the Lakes for 2 years 

and perhaps Covid #19 restrictions will have been lifted.  But as I write 

this, we are “staying at home”. I can think of worse places to be locked 

down than the Lake District.  The walks from our old home near 

Tonbridge in Kent were not bad at all, including Southborough Common and 

Haysden Country Park.  But, no denying it, we do have a better choice of walks 

from our door here in the South Lakes near Kendal.  We are so sorry the SAX 

indoor event in Sandwich was cancelled.  We had our accommodation booked 

and were looking forward to a long weekend in East Kent.  Even son Richard 

was going to come. And we were going to attend the last KNC.  Never mind, 

maybe next year? 

A few of you will remember Martin Bagness; his name is on old Saxons maps.  I 

don’t know when he left Saxons but I bumped into him for the first time at a LOC 

night event in February this year.  Last time I saw any of you, was the Scottish 6 

Days where you found me doing Light Green courses, weaning myself off 

walking poles, after a hip operation and Jerry, having demoted himself to Green 

and needing walking poles for the hills, because his heart had started fluttering 

again.  Jerry was rebooted at the end of October, just in time for the start of the 

LOC winter evening series, their equivalent of the KNC. 

Where was I?  oh yes Martin 

Bagness.  The evening event in 

February was on a rocky wooded 

hillside near Ambleside called 

Skelghyll Woods.  Some of you might 

have visited Jenkin Crag, a well-

known viewpoint above Windermere; 

you will have walked through the 

woods to get there.  As well as 

meeting Martin Bagness, I remember 

the event because we were double 

booked that evening.  We got there 

super early to start at 5:30pm so I 

could do the short (2.2km) and Jerry 

could do the long (2.9km) course and 

finish in good time to get to the next 

event at 7:30pm or shortly thereafter.   
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I attach an extract of my course. Not to scale but on the map the space between 

the black north lines is 5cm = 500m.  It was dark, it was techncial, it was steep, 

rocky and very rough under foot.  I was pleased to find all my controls in 65 mins 

in good time to get to the next event.   But poor old 

Jerry, retired after 93 mins because he could see there 

was no way he was going to be able to finish and get 

to the next event.  Jerry was not alone, 10 out of 35  

retired.  Even Andy Robinson, formerly SLOW, took 90 

mins to do a 2.9km course.  And why did I mention 

Martin Bagness?   It was his map, he checked control 

sites and romped round the long in 37 mins.  And here 

he is. 

You can see the long  course at https://www.loc.routegadget.co.uk/rg2/

#144&course=2 if you are interested to plan your route and see how long you 

think you would have taken  in the dark.  Terrain night events in the Lakes are 

very technical and without the luxury of a score course you have to find the 

controls whether they are tricky or easy.  

Every year LOC hold the Club Championships.  Colour coded courses with 

handicapped times so that everyone finishes at the same time then you 

disappear off for a bring and share lunch.   They work out your handicap from 

your ranking.  This year’s event was in January, in the tricky and horrendous 

underfoot, Grizedale Forest.  It was LOC’s 50th anniversary year, we all turned 

up in retro kit.  I’d been allocated 65 

minutes to complete a Short Green 

course but when I picked up the map, 

I knew I would be out for at least 90.  

Sure enough, I was out for 93 mins, 

last and definitely missed the midday 

finish time.  I have not grown up on 

this stuff and its hard!!!  I had trouble 

finding the first control 500m away 

and nearly gave up.  Which way 

would you have gone?  Competitors 

on the Green were annoyed that 

some fit young control collectors, who 

knew the event was supposed to 

finish at midday, went off and 

collected controls not realising half 

the participants were still stumbling 

round the forest.  Let’s hope next 

https://www.loc.routegadget.co.uk/rg2/#144&course=2
https://www.loc.routegadget.co.uk/rg2/#144&course=2
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year they hold it somewhere a bit easier, after all it’s the Club Champs and it’s 

supposed to be fun.  And guess what, it’s another Martin Bagness map.  

On a lighter note the Tuesday Run is still going strong, or was until lock down, 

now we have to do runs on our own and share them in the private Tuesday Run 

Facebook group. But there’s no pub at the end, not an open one anyway.  I’ve 

taken over selling the Club kit, I thought I should volunteer to do something.  And 

Jerry is now the admin person for the NW Area Controllers.   Sorry we will not be 

seeing some of you in Wales.   Happy Orienteering! 

 

LETTER FROM YORKSHIRE 

Bill Griffiths 

Not to be outdone by his Cumbrian neighbours, former Saxon Bill Griffiths kindly 

gives us the view from the other side of the Pennines. 

I 
 guess that being locked-down in North Yorkshire is no difference to 

being locked-down in Kent.  It’s still an opportunity to get the house and 

the garden sorted out “all the jobs you never got round to” as a friend 

said to me in an e-mail today.  

Being 25 miles from the nearest big town (York) is a (sort-of) reassurance – 

there’s lots of virus there.  But problematic as getting food and basic 

requirements is much more of a hassle.  Luckily there is a good community spirit 

and neighbourly service here in the village – which makes up for our 

remoteness. 

And (of course) there’s no orienteering!  Some of the younger keener members 

of the Club started  (and soon got bored) with on-line quizzes.  Other Club’s in 

the region have been more proactive.  HALO’s Corona Cup has reached its final.  

It’s far too complicated for me to understand.     

Other Clubs are less proactive.  Here is an extract from CLARO’s latest on-line 

newsletter. 

“Coming up: Nothing Planned until Further 

Notice” 

CLOK had a fantastic course planning 

competition, with Pippa Archer (ex UK Squad) 

roped it to do the judging.  (Well she is the wife 

of the ex-Chairman) and the winner was….  

Duncan – her husband and the ex-Chairman!! 
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To be fair to Duncan Archer, despite his success in the course planning 

competition, he must have had an especially torrid three months.  He was the 

event supremo and “Weekend coordinator” of the (now cancelled) JK In the 

North East.  The cancellation of the JK was a big disappointment for everyone 

around here.  It would have been remarkably local – mostly in the Whitby area 

(less than 45 minutes away).  One of the races was in Pickering Forest – an 

EBOR area, and rumour had it that this race was be planned and organised by 

our Club.  Well nobody asked me to help, but it would have still been remarkably 

close to home had it happened.  Bit like using Bedgebury for a major event when 

I lived in Hawkhurst. 

Some EBOR members have been amusing themselves on the remarkably 

popular competition on Facebook, organised by Quantock Orienteers.  At least 

ten members seem to be competing with each other and there seems to be an 

awful lot of activity on Facebook.  (Far too complicated for me to understand!) 

And the JK in 2021 – will be organised by Quantock Orienteers.  Still a group of 

EBOR will be very familiar with one of their areas. 

My big disappointment this year was the cancellation of a level C event which a 

friend and I had been mapping, planning and organising since last summer.  It 

was to have happened on Palm Sunday and it was one of the first events round 

here to suffer the BOF-led culling of all orienteering events.    It was also to have 

been the EBOR Club Championship.  This means that EBOR members enter for 

free, so the event is bound to make a loss – still it keeps the Treasurer at bay, a 

major consideration for the event organiser!! 

But this was the first time the area was to be 

used – quite unusual after 50+ years to find a 

new area!   Looking at the map now, I’m not sure 

what the fuss was about.  It doesn’t look up to 

much! 

However, usually you have to go to the Lake 

District to see an o-map with more blue on it than 

white.  I would say in my defence that this was 

my first forest (i.e. not an urban) map - and the 

forest bit in the west was quite complicated and 

confusing!  Anyway, good news, the landowner 

has said “yes” to 2021, so all is not lost! 

Meanwhile, my annual trip to ASOM in Belgium for three days of Urban-O in 

June has been cancelled.  Bit of a costly pain as I can’t get my money back on 

the ferry.   
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Who knows when the next orienteering will be?  I look after the Club’s website 

and was told by the fixtures secretary to remove the “CANCELLED” label 

against an event on 28th June 2020.  Maybe he knows something that I don’t! 

I hope for the sake of 15,000-ish UK orienteers that he is right. 

BILL GRIFFITHS 

Lockdown-corner 

Allerston, Yorkshire 

 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW - HEADLAMP 

Beryl Pring 

Silva Trail Speed 4xt headlamp 

What the manufacturer says: 

SILVA INTELLIGENT LIGHT® AND FLOW LIGHT 

SILVA Intelligent Light® optimizes the light pattern 

by the unique combination of a long reach spot 

light and a close flood light. With less head 

movements and a clear view of near as well as far 

obstacles, you gain the balance and confidence it 

takes to move fast and perform better. Our 

ingenious SILVA Flow Light takes the optimization even further by providing 

seamless tuning of the light pattern for your favourite sport. Simply tilting the 

light downwards makes the beams wider to brighten up slower activities. When 

tilting the headlamp upwards, the light reaches longer to provide perfect vision 

when you move fast. 

SWITCH ON YOUR HEADLAMP A push button is located on the left side of the 

headlamp body. This button controls all light modes. • To start the headlamp 

with Flow Light activated press push button with a short press. • To start the 

headlamp with Flow Light deactivated press and hold push button for 1 second • 

To cycle between the different modes use short presses. • To turn the headlamp 

off press and hold button for 1 second. 

RESERVE MODE During operation, the lamp will go into reserve mode when 

there is 10% power left of the battery. All LEDs will flash once before the lamp 

goes into this mode. Reserve mode can be overridden by pressing the button. 

I have used it now for 4 months and still getting to grips with the Intelligent light.  

First time of use was Joydens Wood and it seemed okay.  Next Scotney, it 
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rained hard and I couldn’t see a thing and had to retire (had no visor so glasses 

just misted up).  Trosley next which was half wood half street.  Again it rained 

and it was difficult to see in the wood (not having my visor again so glasses a 

problem!) Street bit was okay.  Three street ‘O’s next and it was absolutely fine 

even though it did rain at Kings Hill. 

Knole Park -  A damp night but could see fine.  Distance a problem i.e.: couldn’t 

make out whether there was a depression until I got closer but I think that is just 

my bad eyesight, I could see far enough to get round well enough.  Have yet to 

test it in woodland but I think this will be fine its just grassland when its damp.  

Did contact Silva though and this was their response -   

The LEDs inside the lamp generate heat. To prevent the lamp from overheating, 

the current to the LEDs are reduced if the cooling is not sufficient and the light 

output will therefore decrease. This is normal and happens normally a short time 

after the lamp has been started (we allow the lamp housing to reach maximum 

65°C). Good cooling is achieved by either cool surrounding air or an airflow 

around the lamp (airspeed). Optimal is of course a combination of the two, cool 

air with airflow. Consequently, when the user starts to move (walk, run, bike 

skiing etc.), the airflow and the cooling of the lamp will improve and the light 

output from the lamp will increase again. This increase will happen gradually as 

the lamp gets cooler.   

I guess I must move faster!!  I really like it though as its so light and for my level 

of orienteering its fine.  I guess if I was 30 – 40 years younger and running fast it 

would not be bright enough at 1200 lumens on max. 

 

BEAT THE LOCKDOWN BLUES—MAPRUN 

Simon Blanchflower 

D 
o you yearn for some orienteering practice during the lockdown? If so, 

MapRun might be just the thing. Real orienteering running solo with 

map, compass and smartphone but no SI hardware or other 

competitors to worry about. 

MapRun is a free GPS orienteering app for your smartphone. Initially known as 

Maprunners the latest version if MapRunF. Simply load the app, register, then 

find the courses you want to run and print a paper map. Go to the start, as you 

arrive the GPS in the phone registers your position and it goes ping to show that 

it has “punched” the start. Continue round the course getting a ping at each 

control location. Finally return to the finish for a final ping to stop the clock. Your 
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results are then loaded to a results 

table where you can compare your 

time, splits and route with other 

runners. 

Although originating from Australia MapRun is gaining popularity with UK 

orienteering clubs and is enjoying a boost at the moment as an acceptable 

activity during Covid-19 lockdown (so long as travel and social distancing 

guidelines are followed). 

You can solo run a published public course anytime but some clubs also have 

mass-start group runs very similar to our KNC sessions. 

Courses are created by taking a map and defining the exact GPS co-ordinates 

of start, finish and controls. The map and GPS files are uploaded to the app and 

made available for people to download. The OpenOrienteeringMap on-line 

resource which we use to create many KNC street events has tools to help 

create the  necessary files. Most orienteering formats can be used but the 

majority of courses are simple 60 min score courses, some with low, medium 

and high value controls. Public courses are loaded to the MapRun server by an 

administrator but anyone can create a time limited simple test course (known as 

“Check sites”). 

In practice, MapRun seems to be best suited to urban or parkland areas. This is 

because control sites in woodland can be problematic.  There are two reasons 

for this, firstly, it can be difficult to map off-path locations with sufficient accuracy 

and, secondly, GPS reception can be poor under trees or in steep valleys. 

In Saxons a few of us have tried this out by making temporary courses near our 

homes. It seems to work well. The GPS response time is usually instantaneous 

but occasionally you have to wait at the control site for a few seconds for your 

ping. We are now planning to create a few courses for others to try as urban 

courses or on existing permanent orienteering courses. When we do details will 

appear on the web-site. 

In the longer term it is possible that MapRun could be a simple way to organise 

informal training or fun events, either for solo running or as group activities. The 

simplicity may also appeal to other runners so it could be a way to recruit them 

into orienteering. 

For further information (including how to create your own “Check sites” courses) 

see the MapRun web-site http://maprunners.weebly.com/  or the NGOC site 

http://www.ngoc.org.uk/maprun/ 

 

http://maprunners.weebly.com/
http://www.ngoc.org.uk/maprun/
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ENCHANTED PLACE—ACROSS THE DECADES 

Richard Field 

I 
 was the Planner for the Saxons Regional event at Enchanted Place, 

rescheduled to 29th February 2020. 

Before I started planning the courses, I had a look in my box of old 

orienteering maps and found some from previous events using the same 

area. 

• The oldest one – I think – is from a National 

Event held on 31 December 1995 (right). I did 

course 2 (M21L) which was 11.2km with 440m 

of climb. The start and finish were in the 

extreme north of the area and the map was 

printed on A3 at a scale of 1:15,000. 

• I also have a Badge Event map using the 

same underlying map print (updated 

November 1995), and which I guess took place the following year. I did 

course 1 (also M21L) which was 10.2km with 380m of climb. The start and 

finish were in the extreme west of the area and of course the map was 

printed on A3 at a scale of 1:15,000. 

• I then found a set of maps dated Winter 2002 and headed “Saxons 

Shield”. I was the Planner and so I have a complete set of maps though I 

am not sure of the date of the actual event – I presume early in 2003. The 

longest course was course 1 (M21L) at 9.7km and 340m of climb. The 

start and finish were in the extreme west of the area and this time the map 

was printed on A4 at a scale of 1:15,000. The maps are in sealed plastic 

bags. 

• Jumping forward to February 2020, the longest course was Brown at 

8.5km with 330m of climb. The start and finish were near Gills Lap and the 

map was printed on A4 at a scale of 1:10,000. No plastic bags were 

needed as the maps are now printed on waterproof paper. 

I know that there have been many other events there over the years. I remember 

a BAOC event and more than one from the Saxons Saturday Series, but my 

map archive isn’t catalogued at all so finding particular maps is a bit hit and 

miss. All the same, I found it interesting to compare the different maps and 

courses and to see how the events had evolved over the years. 
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The earliest maps covered a vastly greater area than the modern ones. I 

reckon my M21 courses ranged over an area of about 9 km2 in 1995 and about 

5 km
2
 in 2003; compare that with about 2.7 km

2
 for the Brown course in 2020. 

1995 was before the era of electronic punching so much larger maps were 

needed to make it impossible to take short cuts by re-ordering the controls. Our 

current mapped area is about half what it was in 1995, and I was able to use 

only part of the mapped area to run the 2020 event (David Kingdon used the 

other part for the Compass Sport Cup in 2019, and Mark Glaisher had also used 

the other part for a KNC event just a few days before mine). The oldest maps 

needed the permission of at least five different landowners; now it is just the 

Conservators of Ashdown Forest who need to give permission. 

My older maps had marked road crossing points but before the advent of 

electronic punching there was no way to take time out for road crossings. As far 

as I can tell the crossings were not manned (there would have been too many of 

them in any case – there are 6 different crossings on the 1995 map). Even in 

2003, after we had introduced electronic punching, there was merely an 

instruction to “take care crossing the road”. 

The reason that the start and finish used to be on the extremity of the map is 

that it is only fairly recently that events using Ashdown Forest could start and 

finish on the Forest itself, and we were not able to use the Ashdown Forest car 

parks. This made the Organiser’s job quite a lot more difficult and the start and 

finish locations were dictated largely by the availability of a suitable parking field 

(and, of course, the need to design courses with Technical Difficulty 1 and 2, 

suitable for young competitors and people new to orienteering). 

The oldest maps were printed in large batches – upwards of a thousand at a 

time – and stored until needed. For major events, the map would be updated 

shortly before the event and so the printed map was as good as it could be. 

When the map stock was used in later years, ‘map corrections’ were usually 

required – for example, to reflect areas of felling. The 2003 map was digitally 

printed by Kall Kwik so by then it was no longer necessary to keep large stocks 

of printed maps. By 2020, of course, we were able to print maps on Saxons’ own 

printer. 

Sadly, the other noticeable change is the vast increase in the areas of 

impenetrable gorse. I found (thanks to Google) an article in the newsletter of 

Derwent Valley Orienteers from February 1996.  Graham Johnson came all the 

way to our National Event and wrote afterwards “I suspect that I am not the only 

one whose downfall was a thicket at the end of one of those you-can-either-go-

round-or-straight-but-you’d-be-out-of-your-mind-if-you-chose-the-second route 

choices”. All I can say is, “you should see it now!” I felt obliged to warn 
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competitors this year 

that the areas coloured 

dark green on the map 

are best avoided and 

that crossing them 

would rarely, if ever, be 

a good route choice. 

Some of the gorse has 

been chopped back this 

winter and I think that 

the Conservators would be doing us a favour if they stepped up the programme 

in future.  [Images above show gorse in same area over the years—2002 (left) 

and 2019 (right) - Ed.] 

Finally, I saw that what was “An Enchanted Place” 25 years ago is now “The 

Enchanted Place”. I guess that is modern marketing. 

 

THAT WAS THE WEEKEND THAT WASN’T: 
KENT ORIENTEERING WEEKEND—IN 

CONTEXT 

With the Saturday event finishing in the grounds of a castle, and the Sunday 

featuring Saxons’ first ever indoors event, it was all the more frustrating for the 

Kent Orienteering Weekend to be cancelled due to Coronavirus precautions.  

Here some of the team involved in its organisation give their personal 

perspectives on the weekend, while the Editor of CompassSport, Nick Barrable, 

provides a helpful background to the interesting discipline that is Indoors 

Orienteering… 

Chilham Castle & King’s Wood—Alison Howe 

W 
hilst we were very disappointed to have to cancel the Kent 

Orienteering Weekend, we do have a high quality weekend of 

Orienteering in the bag and ready to go for when restrictions are 

lifted.   

The idea to stage our 2020 National Event at Chilham Park had been a germ of 

an idea since I spotted a duathlon being staged from the location a couple of 

years ago.  I thought there was a good chance the Chilham Park land would 

connect up to the northern end of Kings Wood, providing access to a seldom 

used end of pristine woodland, as well as offering abundant parking and the 
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opportunity to stage a fast and exciting finish through the equestrian parkland.  

Whilst we had run some smaller events at Kings Wood parking had always been 

a particular problem, and courses often didn’t get to the best bits.  Was this the 

solution to unlock a great area to the Orienteering Community? 

Chilham Castle and Park, is the home of 

the Wheeler family, with the Park having 

been established as an eventing cross 

country venue since 2004. Whilst initially 

the park land had been exclusively used for 

horse events, in recent years the owners 

have expanded the number and range of 

events.  Fortunately the estate manager 

was very happy to meet to discuss the 

possibility of Saxons using the venue for an 

Orienteering Event. The initial meeting went well, although land access cost 

would mean this was only going to make sense for one our larger events.  At this 

point I roped in Simon and Jean in order to assess suitability of the venue and 

ability to plan top quality courses into and out of Kings Wood.   

After an encouraging site visit, some boundary confirmations, a bit of number 

crunching and some initial course ideas, the Committee gave the green light to 

arrange for a resurvey of King Wood incorporating the extension north through 

mature beech woodland and into Chilham Park.  The date for our 2020 Level B 

competition was agreed, and Chilham Park was entered into the fixture list.   So 

far so good.  I had also managed to track down the owner of Stanners Wood, 

and we were able to add an additional clip of woodland at the north western end 

of the existing map.   

No long afterwards, it was the annual Saxons BBQ and fun event, and Brian 

Henry had brought along a set of floor plans for the site at Discovery Park at 

Sandwich.  An indoor event?  Could we pull this off?  Could we combine it with 

the Chilham Park Event …. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chilham Castle [Photo: Alison Howe] 

Chilham Castle Grounds 

[Photo: Alison Howe] 
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Discovery Park Indoor Event—Simon Blanchflower 

Simon takes up the story... 

O 
nce we realised that Alison’s 

plans for Chilham Park and 

Challock had the makings of a 

very special event we wondered 

whether it could be combined with 

another to make it worth while for orienteers 

to travel to east Kent.  

Thoughts about an indoor orienteering event 

started last July when a group of Saxons 

attended the World Masters in Riga, Latvia. This week of events included an 

indoor one held in a sports stadium.  This was our first experience and we all 

found it exhilarating and infuriating in equal measure but great fun. There was a 

terrific buzz as people compared notes afterwards. This led to a casual 

discussion on where we could do something similar in Kent but with no 

suggestions. 

Some time later Simon described the fun to new member Brian Henry who 

immediately responded “what about building 500 at Discovery Park, it is almost 

empty at the moment”. This is the huge research complex built by 

pharmaceutical company Pfizer in Sandwich and, since Pfizer reduced its 

occupancy of the site, now managed by Discovery Park Ltd. As Brian still works 

there he agreed to approach the site managers to see if we could use the 

building. To our amazement they did not reject it immediately but asked some 

sensible questions about orienteering and health and safety issues before 

agreeing. Mark Glaisher and Simon made a visit which confirmed that the 

available space was large enough and complex enough for a great event.  

No long afterwards, it was the annual Saxons BBQ and fun event and Brian had 

brought along a set of floor plans for the site at Discovery Park. An indoor 

event? Could we pull this off?  If so, it 

would be the very first indoor event in the 

south of England. Could we combine it with 

the Chilham Park Event to make the Kent 

Orienteering Weekend? 

Key to success would be the skills of the 

planner and a clear map. We were 

delighted when former Saxon and 

experienced indoor orienteer Nick Barrable 

Discovery Park  

[Photo: Mark Glaisher] 

Discovery Park  

[Photo: Mark Glaisher] 
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agreed to be planner. Nick advised that 

there is no agreed standard for indoor 

orienteering maps but that the style of the 

Stockholm Indoor Cup was the one to 

follow. Luckily we were given full 

architectural plans of the buildings so 

Simon could draw the map. The 

abandoned laboratories and cavernous 

office spaces have an eerie atmosphere. 

These connect to the very impressive link 

building with multi-level balconies overlooking the former staff restaurant. A 

remarkable place. The final map includes 2 buildings, 4 floors and 16 stairways 

so it certainly gives the complexity for Nick to plan some superb courses. 

So, everything fell into place, consecutive dates were agreed, interest was 

building in UK and Sweden, and the organisation was in full swing before 

everything stopped 10 days before the event weekend. Such is life! 

Indoor-O—Nick Barrable, Editor of CompassSport Magazine 

I 
ndoor Orienteering isn't particularly new. Over the years, novelty O-

events have happened with some sort of man-made or natural 'roof' over 

an orienteer's head. From Orienteering Families mapping their houses 

for their child's birthday party to bigger formalised 'one-offs' like LOKs 

Trog-O in Chislehurst Caves in September of 

1987. This was pre-SI days and the event, 

featuring 101 runners on the main course, had 

SEVEN Master Maps. See https://

www.maprunner.co.uk/trog-o-chislehurst-caves/ 

for more or CompassSport OCT 2008 issue. 

Josh Jenner CHIG organised an Indoor Event in 

the Westfield Centre that some of you might 

have run back in April 2012. But it doesn’t seem to have been repeated and 

didn’t provide a springboard for more. 

The Russians were very keen on Orient-Sport 20-30 years ago. The format was 

essentially micro-sprints with man-made labyrinths and barriers set up so the 

runners could be visible to spectators. You could mass-start 4 runners at a time 

and with a bit of gaffling, create something exciting to take part in or watch, with 

short running times. LOK have had similar styled events as part of the London 

City Race Weekend in the last decade or two, and SYO for example have had 

regular 'sprint matrices' alongside SHAFF (Sheffield Adventure Film Festival) 

Discovery Park  

[Photo: Mark Glaisher] 

Chislehurst Caves—

The Great Pillar 

http://www.CompassSport.co.uk
https://www.maprunner.co.uk/trog-o-chislehurst-caves/
https://www.maprunner.co.uk/trog-o-chislehurst-caves/
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and Cliff-hanger Events. Mazes also make attractive string course alternatives if 

you lack space. Although these events mentioned were outdoor, this format has 

been taken indoors into sports halls and arenas in many places. Labyrinths or 

Parallel Labyrinths which you can run side-by-side, head-to-head, to see who is 

the winner. I have run several of these and personally think they have limited 

spectator appeal, and they have not 'caught on' in any big way. The Orienteering 

is simple and the venues somewhat sterile. I think for 'proper' orienteers, they 

want more of a challenge. Nevertheless, indoor venues are normally warm and 

dry which can be a great advantage in midwinter. 

I have also experienced Orienteering using SI in a Sports Hall map using the 

'court' lines already marked on the floor as 'the map'. We covered this in APR 

2009 CompassSport Magazine. Again, for a one off it is good fun but nothing 

really worth doing more than once a year. But I 

think it was from these types of experiences which 

helped shaped the birth of SIC. Some of these 

young Juniors went on to be 6th Form students at 

Fredrica Bremer Orienteering Gymnasium in 

Stockholm and start SIC - Stockholm Indoor Cup - 

in 2012. 

So, in 2012 the first SIC took place. SIC is a two-

day Indoor Orienteering Competition that has 

grown and developed since inception and spurred 

on much Indoor-O development and growth around 

SIC Final—Annette Onerud, 

Sweden  

[Photo: Kent Bergmann] 
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the world. Different venues are used 

each day and CompassSport has 

covered a day of the last 6 or so 

events. Currently around 1500 

runners take part each day. Venues 

have all been schools of some sort, 

either University, 6th Form or Middle, 

with even the odd primary added on 

if possible. As Scandinavia has cold 

winters, schools there are built large, 

so you don’t have to go into the cold minus temperatures and snow to get 

between buildings. This creates great Indoor-O venues. More relaxed Health & 

Safety means they have often managed to get access to pretty much event nook 

and cranny of a building, from the rooftop lintels to the basements. 

When you get teenagers organising, you tend to get a good amount of fun, and 

there can be a lot of fun things to 'enjoy' around your course, be it disco rooms, 

films of past Tiomila Relays being 

shown on big screens or having to 

punch inside a tent from which 

crocodile sounds are coming from. 

The planning over the years has also 

got harder and more complex, 

winning times have got longer, and 

more courses have been added to 

deal with the numbers.  

However, it hasn’t all been Sweden 

influencing Indoor-O. Latvia has also 

had quite an active Indoor-O scene for many years, and Zagreb has also had an 

Indoor-O Open event over the last decade. Orienteers can be innovative types 

and Indoor-O can pop up anywhere. 

And so on to Discovery Park. Having done more Indoor-O than most, and finding 

myself in Kent quite regularly, I was delighted to take up the offer of planner for 

this event. The venue is rather special being laboratories and offices. I don't 

want to really say anything more as I want the challenge to be as fresh as 

possible for those who come - and you should definitely come if at all possible, 

as it will definitely not disappoint.  

 

 

SIC: Day 1 got access to the rafters! 

SIC: No time to dance! 
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LOCKDOWN INSPIRATION 

Peter Martin 

I 
n March, as events were cancelled, my ambitions shifted from the 

British Champs and Chilham to the Caddihoe Chase and November 

Classic. Now, at the end of April, I’m trying to come to terms with the 

possibility of not competing until 2021. The urge to get out for a walk or 

run every day has waned and I am realising that I need some kind of goal to 

keep me motivated.  

Maybe looking back will help? I was introduced to the new sport of orienteering 

at school. It was exciting to go off to events around the country and meet ex-

Olympic athletes like Chris Brasher and Gordon Pirie but for me all of that was 

quickly supplanted by hill walking and climbing. From the late 1960s to 1980s I 

recall doing only about three O events in total. I wish I’d kept maps and results 

from some of those earliest days. 

Eventually I returned to orienteering and I do have some of the maps and 

results. In the 2002 Final Issue National Ranking List I was making good 

progress and appear in the M50 list at no. 199. (Mark Glaisher was 23rd and 

like most of the people at the top of that list has continued to be highly 

competitive through to 2020.) Some maps remind me of past successes - like 

actually finishing two gruelling JK courses at Graythwaite on consecutive days. 

More remind me of episodes I’m inclined to forget – from running the wrong 

course at BOC 2000 to, just a few weeks ago, running an unnecessary 

kilometre on Hampstead Heath at the CompassSport Cup. 

Could climbing spark more motivation? I have continued to climb occasionally 

on local sandstone and indoor walls but my last serious outing was in North 

Wales back in 1990. Erstwhile SAX member Scott Evans and I did The Groove 

- a steep and forbidding north-facing route in the Carneddau; and Dream of 

White Horses on Anglesey – which involves traversing through spectacular 

overhangs while Atlantic waves pound into a vast cave below. Both climbs 

were featured in a large format book published in the 1970s and entitled Hard 

Rock. 

The most frightening photo in that book, one that used to make my heart beat 

faster every time I saw it, was a photo of a climber on the Castle Rock of 

Triermain in the Lake District. Captioned ‘Ed Grindley hastening to a resting 

place’ it shows him on a climb called North Crag Eliminate on a vertical wall 

with his arms crossed. Just thinking about it made my palms sweat. Could this 

be my inspiration! 
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Part of the photo by Ian Roper published in Hard Rock 

With some trepidation I had actually climbed the route in the 1980s. Surely the 

sight of that photo would again set my pulse racing. Surely that would fire me into 

formulating some ambition which would in turn prompt me to keep fit. Perhaps I 

could borrow Hard Rock from Scott, although I’d be tempted to leaf through the 

pages before leaving it, along with the pile of food deliveries and mail, in 

“quarantine” in our hallway. Seized with excitement I decided to search for the 

picture online. 

The news – dating from 28th November 2018 but to me it was news – was a 

crashing blow. Part of the crag, including North Crag Eliminate, had fallen down! 

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust. That route now exists only in memory and 

imagination. Just like all of my orienteering successes and failures. 

Fortunately, in searching for the details of the collapse, I discovered that a new 

edition of Hard Rock has just been published and it includes, as one reviewer put 

it, a “totally terrifying image of A Dream of White Horses at Gogarth . . . Such a 

powerful vision would likely deter all but the most determined of suitors, not 

familiar with this remarkable climb.” So I’ve just ordered the book. I may not be fit 

but at least I’ll have some armchair excitement to sustain me through until 2021! 
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LEAGUES 

With our three key leagues—the Kent Night Cup, the Kent Orienteering League 
and the KOL Schools’ League—having been brought to a slightly premature halt 
by Coronavirus restrictions, the Organisers give us a roundup of an unusual 
season. 

 

Kent Night Cup 2019/20—Roundup 

T 
his season was necessarily curtailed following KNC 24 at Walderslade 
on 12th March, after 15 Saxons events, 5 Dartford, 3 Southdowns and 1 
Mole Valley.  

There was a bit of a bonus this winter, in that there was the opportunity 
to run on some areas new to the Night Cup. Amongst the Saxons ones were 
Kidbrooke Park and Hindleap combination, ‘Enchanted Place’ Ashdown Forest 
and Longbeech Wood.  We were grateful that LOK allowed us to use Addington 
Hills, which although relatively small, packs in a lot of contour detail with the 
multitude of re-entrants. At Trosley and Mote Park an extension of the map to 
include nearby streets gave a fresh approach. 

Highlights this year were Juniors Adam Conway M16 and Ffion Bricknell W16 
being the leading Man and Woman at Hargate, and Alison Howe taking first place 
overall at Faversham. There were some very speedy runners who had good 
placings (Jonathan Crickmore, James Yule, Tom Dobra, Ben Windsor) but they 
only made it to the occasional round. 

As the season progressed, Neil Crickmore and Alison Howe were regularly at the 
top of the league table. In the other categories (Veteran, SuperVeteran and 
Junior) Brendon, Ian and Ffion were established early on, but Sarah and Jane 
were juggling places. The final League table was determined by a competitor’s 
best 12 scores. 

Neil and Alison were clear winners of the Men's and Women's Cups, but there 
was a tie on points in the Veteran Women's class and 4 were in the running for 
the Nick Hope Cup. After reference to the Rules in the event of a tie, the 
prizewinners were:- 

• Men: Neil Crickmore 

• Women: Alison Howe 

• Junior Women: Ffion Bricknell 

• Veteran Men: Brendon Howe 

• Veteran Women: Jane Lambert 

• SuperVeteran Men: Ian Ditchfield 

• SuperVeteran Women: Sarah Howes 
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• Nick Hope Cup: Sam Prior 

With the season curtailed at short notice the prizegiving had to be postponed. 
The plan is for it to take place at the first KNC round next winter. 

Statistics show that we had 140 taking part during the season. The number of 
runs was 731 and the average event attendance was 30. It was pleasing for the 
Organisers to have a reasonable turnout at some particularly rainy or muddy 
events – Hargate, Scotney Castle Estate and Kidbrooke come to mind! 

Our thanks go to the Planners, Organisers and Officials within the clubs - 
Saxons, Dartford, Southdowns and Mole Valley - that make the series possible. 

Mark Glaisher, KNC Co-ordinator 

 

Kent Orienteering League 2019/20—Roundup 

A 
mongst all of the decisions to be taken on the sporting front during the 
Covid-19 crisis – how and when are the remaining Premier League 
matches going to be played; when will the new Formula 1 season start; 
and so on – perhaps the biggest decision of all has already been 

made: What happens to the Kent Orienteering League for 2019-2020? 

Well, the answer is that the 6 races held between September and January will 
be used to decide the competition. The best 3 scores for each competitor count 
towards their overall score. Based on this, the following list shows the top 3 for 
each course/class combination. 

Course Class Position Name Age class Club 

Short blue Male 1st Alan Hickling M55 SAX 

Short blue Male 2nd Antoine Pe-
senti 

M45 DFOK 

Short blue Male 3rd Chris Hooker M55 SO 

Short blue Female 1st Alison Howe W45 SAX 

Short blue Female 2nd Lisa Blair W40 SAX 

Short blue Female 3rd Sam Prior W40 SAX 

Light green Male 1st Geoff Good-
win 

M65 DFOK 

Light green Male 2nd Dave Collier M65 DFOK 

Light green Male 3rd David King-
don 

M65 SAX 

Light green Female 1st Heather 
Brown 

W65 SAX 
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Well done to all of those listed above. A presentation ceremony will be arranged 
when the first KOL event of 2020/21 is held. 

Less than 2 points separated the top two men on the short blue course. Alison 
Howe, as top lady (again), was only 2 points behind them. Chris Hooker just 
pipped Neil Speers for 3rd place by less than ½ a point. Of course, the 
unanswered question is would Brendon have caught and passed the top 2 if the 
remainder of the season had taken place? Probably, but unfortunately  we’ll 
never know for sure. With only 2 scores, he did have “a game in hand” on 

Course Class Position Name Age class Club 

Light green Female 2nd Beryl Pring W70 SAX 

Light green Female 3rd Rosie Merry W55 DFOK 

Light green Junior male 1st Joe Gibson M16 NONE 

Light green Junior male 2nd Luke Sokhal M18 DFOK 

Light green Junior male 3rd Linus Sheaff M18 NONE 

Light green Junior female 1st Ruby An-
drews 

W16 NONE 

Light green Junior female 2nd       

Light green Junior female 3rd       

Orange Junior male 1st Luke Bennett M12 DFOK 

Orange Junior male 2nd Ben Cronin M14 SAX 

Orange Junior male 3rd       

Orange Junior female 1st Madeleine 
Pitcher 

W14 DFOK 

Orange Junior female 2nd       

Orange Junior female 3rd       

Yellow Junior male 1st Caylan Uddin M10 SAX 

Yellow Junior male 2nd Charlie Ross M10 SAX 

Yellow Junior male 3rd Jamie Mac-
leod 

M10 SAX 

Yellow Junior female 1st Holly Howe W10 SAX 

Yellow Junior female 2nd Emily Jenkins W10 NONE 

Yellow Junior female 3rd Isabel Hobbs W12 SAX 
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everyone else and the bonus points of being organizer of what should have 
been the final. 

On light green, the closest competition was the ladies, with Heather Brown 
beating Beryl Pring by just over 1 point. The top 4 of Heather, Beryl, Rosie Merry 
& Anna Collier were only separated by 11 points. Geoff Goodwin, Joe Gibson, 
and Ruby Andrew won the male, junior male & junior female competitions. 

Luke Bennett and Maddy Pitcher comfortably won the junior male & female 
competitions on orange. Ben Cronin was second junior male. 

Similarly on yellow, there were comfortable wins for Caylan Uddin and Holly 
Howe with Charlie Ross & Jamie Macleod and Emily Jenkins & Isabel Hobbs 
occupying the other medal places. 

Alan Hickling, KOL Organiser 

 

KOL Schools’ League 2019/20—Roundup 

F 
ollowing the decision that the 6 KOL events held this season will be used 
to determine the individual league winners, the same rule has been 
applied for the Schools’ League. 

In the Primary School section, Lordswood School are the runaway 
winners once again with over 1000 points from the 6 events held. 

 

 

 

 

In the Senior School section, the competition was a lot closer than in previous 
years and, up until the Scotney Castle event, the eventual winners were only in 
4th place behind Rivermead, Maidstone Grammar, & Morpeth Schools.  

Placings after 5 events: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, going into what turned out to be the final event of the season, 5 schools 
were within 73 points of each other. However, good runs from City Academy at 
Scotney along with no-one from 2 of the previous top 3 schools competing 

1st Lordswood School 1051 points 

2nd Lorenden Prep 517 points 

3rd Churchfield Primary 399 points 

1 Rivermead 377 

2 Maidstone Grammar 376 

3 Morpeth School 328 

4 City Academy 314 

5 Weald of Kent Grammar 304 
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Pos. Club League 

Score 

Match 

Points 

Division 1 

1 HH 3083 6 

2 SLOW 2018 5 

3 SN 1800 4 

4 SO 1537 3 

5 GO 939 2 

6 DFOK 235 1 

changed the top 3 significantly, meaning last year’s winners come out on top 
again: 

 

 

 

Presentation of the trophies will take place whenever the first KOL of 2020-21 is 
held. 

Alan Hickling, KOL Organiser 

 

South East League Results 2019-20: 
Club Results (after Burnham Beeches & Egypt Woods—6 events): 

Comments from Phil Gristwood, SEL Co-Ordinator: 

A good home win for HH in Div. 1 but SO still leading and overall positions little 

changed. 

14 people achieved  their target speed.  The top 5 were:- 

 

 

1st City Academy 501 points 

2nd Maidstone Grammar  476 points 

3rd Weald of Kent Grammar 404 points 

Abi Weeds   SLOW      W40  118.5  

Sarah Rollins SN            W40  115.0  

Mike Murray  SLOW       M75  113.6  

Peter Bray   SN             M21  109.5  

Sarah Howes SAX           W60 108.6 

Pos. Club League 

Score 

Match 

Points 

Division 2 

1 SAX 816 7 

2 MV 781 6 

3 HAVOC 493 5 

4 LOK 489 4 

5 BAOC 432 3 

6 CHIG 264 2 

7 RAFO 0 0 
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Individual Saxons’ Results for the League to date: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pos. Club Match 

Pts  

Pos. 

Change 

Division 1: Total after 6 events 

1 SO 31  

2 HH 26  

3 SLOW 25 Down 1 

4 SN 21  

5 GO 12  

6 DFOK 11 Down 1 

Pos. Club Match 

Pts  

Pos. 

Change 

Division 2: Total after 6 events 

1 SAX 41  

2 MV 31  

3 BAOC 26  

=4 LOK 24  

=4 HAVOC 24 Up 1 

6 CHIG 15  

7 RAFO 4  

Age Group / Name Best 4 Events 

M10  

William Prior 99 

M14  

Austin Howe 198 

M16  

Toby Prior 95 

M21  

Alexander Pullen 97 

M45  

Andrew Derrick 96 

M50  

Neil Bricknell 182 

Sean Cronin 96 

Simon Deeks 96 

Cont’d. over page  

Age Group / Name Best 4 Events 

W16  

Ffion Bricknell 296 

W40  

Karen Ransley 195 

Lisa Blair 100 

Sam Prior 99 

W45  

Alison Howe 198 

W60  

Sarah Howes 100 

W65  

Jean Fitzgerald 97 

W70  

Beryl Pring 200 
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SE League Events 2019/20: 

Events that took place before Coronavirus 

restrictions came into force were: 

17-Nov-19 SN Windmill Hill 

24-Nov-19 SLOW Hankley Common (incl 

SE Long Champs) 

08-Dec-19 CHIG Epping East (Middle 

Distance) 

19-Jan-20 DFOK Cobham & W Kent Downs 

26-Jan-20 GO Farley Heath 

16-Feb-20 MV Netley & Effingham 

01-Mar-20 HH Egypt Woods (Inc. Interland) 

Events cancelled are: 

29-Mar-20 SAX Chilham Castle & Kings 

Wood 

17-May-20 SO Friston Sunny Sussex 

weekend 

 

 

 

 
UK Orienteering League—2020: 

Of the 22 planned UKOL events for 2020, only the first 3 were able to take place 

before Coronavirus restrictions were imposed.  There is currently no indication 

whether events due to be held later this year (such as August onwards) will take 

place.  The results below cover the 3 events that were held: 

26 Jan: Middle Distance Event (GO, Guildford) 

22 Feb: British Night Championships (TVOC, Henley-on-Thames) 

23 Feb: Chiltern Challenge (TVOC, Henley-on-Thames) 

 

 

Age Group / Name Best 4 Events 

M55  

Alan Hickling 285 

Graham Thomas 0 

M65  

Mark Glaisher 196 

Simon Greenwood 188 

David Kingdon 177 

Simon Blanchflower 99 

Rob Sibley 84 

M70  

Peter Martin 200 

John Van Rooyen 95 

Philip Norris 92 

M75  

Roger Pring 191 

Mike Solomon 98 

M80  

Jeremy Oldershaw 298 
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Saxons Individual Results: 

In the 2020 Club League, Saxons are 10th (out of 72) with 773 points.  Current 

leaders are SO with 1473 points.  Last year Saxons came 39th (out of 170) 

overall with 3015 points (across a full season of 23 events). 

Southern England Orienteering Urban League 2020: 
No results yet as all races either cancelled or postponed.  Saxon’s Discovery 

Park indoor event on 28th March would have been the first in this year’s season 

of 24 events.   

Pos.

  

Name Age 

class 

Total 

score 

UKOL 1 UKOL 2 UKOL 3 

1 Jeremy Oldershaw M80 98 50  48 

2 Sarah Howes W60 94  48 46 

3 Mike Solomon M75 92 47  45 

4 Simon Deeks M50 89 48  41 

5 Jean Fitzgerald W65 88 46  42 

6 Alan Hickling M55 83  41 42 

7 Mark Glaisher M65 78  41 37 

8 David Kingdon M65 56  27 29 

9 Peter Martin M70 50   50 

10 Ffion Bricknell W16 49 49   

11 Karen Ransley W40 46 46   

=12 Doug Deeks M80 45   45 

=12 Simon Greenwood M65 45 45   
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SAXONS OUT & ABOUT 

Saxons At Home 
KNC15—Ashford South, Thursday 9th January 

Cold and dry evening despite the rain during the day.  Novel scoring scheme 

were the last control was worth 30 points if punched last before the finish.  The 

control was situated approx. 1km from the finish but participants had to navigate 

a very complicated estate where there were no through roads and a lot of 

competitors were late back! 

Andrew Derrick 

The best performing Saxons were: 

KNC18—Knole Park, Thursday 30th January 

Despite poor weather during the day and lengthy delays on the M25, over 40 

people turned up at Knole Park in Sevenoaks for KNC18: an excellent turnout – 

in fact the second highest of the current KNC season so far – and we only just 

had enough maps! 

Since Knole is a regular fixture for KNCs and daytime events, I wanted to find 

some new or little-known control sites to up the challenge a bit.  (Of course, 

putting number 91 in the wrong place when setting out the controls helped 

achieve this as well...  Mea culpa!  Those who tried to find it have been credited 

with it by Mark in the final results).  This enabled controls to be well dispersed 

around the park, making good use of the north and northwest areas which we 

tend not to visit much.  It wasn’t until I started planning this event and exploring 

these areas that I realised just how many pits, knolls, ponds, earth banks and 

distinctive trees Knole has: hardly surprising really given the centuries of land 

KNC15 Name Age Class Position, out of how many? 

Score Brendon Howe M50 1/23 

Score Graham Denney M50 4/23 

Score Sean Cronin M50 5/23 

Score Mark Glaisher M65 6/23 

Score Simon Blanchflower M65 7/23 

Score Bohdan Rainczuk M55 9/23 
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use here, but it means there is still plenty of scope for finding new or long 

unused control locations in the future. 

Ah yes, distinctive trees.  Knole contains a number of mature trees – or in some 

cases what’s left of them – that are not merely distinctive but significant as well.  

Participants may recall that I offered an extra prize to anybody who knew the 

significance of one – the tree stump near the bonus control, 111.  Well done to 

Alison for realising that this is the remains of the dead oak tree from which The 

Beatles suspended a piano in 1967 when they filmed the promo for ‘Strawberry 

Fields Forever’ in Knole.  The film can be viewed on YouTube. 

By a slightly spooky coincidence, according to The Beatles Bible 

(www.beatlesbible.com) filming of the promo in 1967 started on…30th 

January…the very date of our event.  As stars aligned and worlds collided that 

Thursday night, did anybody see the ghost of John Lennon lurking near control 

111…? 

Thanks to Mark for his help and support in putting on the event, and to the small 

army of control collectors who volunteered to go back out again after their run. 

Graham Denney 

The best performing Saxons were: 

 

 

KNC18 Name Age Class Position, out of how many? 

Score Alan Hickling M55 4/40 

Score Alison Howe W45 5/40 

Score Andrew Derrick M45 6/40 

Score Jon Peet M45 11/40 

Score Mark Glaisher M65 12/40 

Score Steve Waite M70 13/40 

Score  Paul Bowen M55 15/40 

Score Graham Thomas M55 16/40 

Score Mike Solomon M75 17/40 

Score Philip Norris M70 18/40 

Score Fiona Wilson W55 20/40 

http://www.beatlesbible.com
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KNC 20—Longbeech Woods, Thursday 13th February 

Beryl and Brendon organised the Longbeech Woods KNC on 13 February.  A 

big thank you to the  control collectors – Alan Hickling, Nick Betts and Brendon 

Howe. 33 competitors turned up, 18 Saxons, 5 DFOK,1 SO, 1 HAVOC and 8 

others.  Rob Wood and his son tried orienteering at night for the first time and 

thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Joseph Subba of BAOC bought 4 others and 

they had a good time too. 

It turned out a dry evening after raining on and off most of the day, especially 

whilst putting out the controls.  There were a lot of brambles to contend with and 

fallen branches but on the most part I think it went okay.  A good meal was 

enjoyed by about 14 at the Wagon and Horses afterwards. 

Beryl Pring 

The best performing Saxons were: 

 

KNC21—Addington Hills, Thursday 20th February 

Kent Night Cup comes to Croydon (courtesy of LOK, the owners of the map). 

The 21st event in this winter’s Kent Night Cup took place at Addington Hills 

KNC20 Name Age Class Position, out of how many? 

Score Alison Howe W45 2/31 

Score Andrew Derrick M45 4/31 

Score Sean Cronin M50 6/31 

Score Ffion Bricknell W16 7/31 

Score Alan Hickling M55 9/31 

Score Austin Howe M14 10/31 

Score Philip Norris M70 12/31 

Score Graham Thomas M55 13/31 

Score Sarah Howes W60 14/31 

Score Neil Bricknell M50 16/31 

Score Steve Waite M70 17/31 

Score Mark Glaisher M65 18/31 

Score Graham Denney M50 19/31 
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Croydon on 20th Feb.  Twenty Nine competitors braved the damp conditions to 

take part, but although wet under foot, the weather cleared for the event and 

granted a backdrop view of the Croydon & London night skylines. 

Addington Hills is a small, but technical area on a wooded & gravel hillside. 

Although it has a well mapped path network there is also a series of adjacent 

small re-entrants, all very similar & likely to catch out the unwary. 

Paul Todd from LOK scored the maximum possible for the 1 hour score course 

with a little under two minutes to spare, with Neil Crickmore of SO a couple of 

points behind. Leading Saxon was Alan Hickling in third and first lady was Sue 

Carter from SLOW. 

Steve Waite 

The best performing Saxons were: 

 

KNC22—Enchanted Place, Thursday 27th February 

The opportunity to hold a KNC round at ‘The Enchanted Place’ North, Ashdown 

Forest was not to be missed – it’s the best bit! The map was produced for the 

CompassSport Cup round last season, and this was only the second event with 

the new map. The night of the competition was fine, with nice views of the stars 

in a location with little light pollution. 

The Start and Finish were adjacent to Gills Lap car park, the highest point on the 

map. It was a simple format, with 22 controls to be visited in any order. I had 

reckoned that the recent wet weather and the height difference across the area 

KNC21 Name Age Class Position, out of how many? 

Score Alan Hickling M55 3/29 

Score Mark Glaisher M65 6/29 

Score Graham Thomas M55 9/29 

Score Sarah Howes W60 11/29 

Score Neil Bricknell M50 13/29 

Score Andrew Derrick M45 14/29 

Score Ffion Bricknell W16 15/29 

Score Simon Blanchflower M65 17/29 

Score Sam Prior W40 19/29 
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(a couple of controls were 120m/400ft lower than the S & F) would make it 

difficult to get the lot within an hour. In fact Stanley Heap & Nick Barrable flew 

round in just over 43 minutes! 

Mark Glaisher 

The best performing Saxons were: 

Playing In The Puddles: Sunday Series—Enchanted Place, Saturday 29th 

February 

Dear old Enchanted Place: well, we got there in the end.  In abundance, in fact - 

with the Sunday Series event rescheduled from 9th to 29th February, which 

meant that it finally took place just two days after a KNC also based out of Gills 

Lap car park (though to the north of our event area).   

February saw winter depart with a vengeance, Storms Ciara and Dennis lashing 

much of the UK and causing widespread cancellations of all types of sporting 

events, not just orienteering.  Throughout the week leading up to 9th February 

Richard Field (Planner), Ian Marsden (Controller) and I were all fiercely watching 

the weather forecasts, seeking that one sign of a break in the coming storm that 

would mean the event could go ahead.  It was not to be.  Saturday 8th dawned 

with change neither observed nor predicted, and at lunchtime, following a 

number of serious discussions on the phone, I pulled the plug.   

It was not a decision made lightly, and it does not happen often.  But on this 

occasion it was clear that the safety of competitors and helpers alike was likely 

to be at risk: Enchanted Place is almost the highest point of Ashdown Forest - 

the most exposed part of an exposed upland area, basically - so right in the path 

of Storm Ciara's fury.  And with approach routes being entirely along country 

KNC22 Name Age Class Position, out of how many? 

Score Alison Howe W45 5/26 

Score Andrew Derrick M45 9/26 

Score Steve Waite M70 11/26 

Score Mike Solomon M75 13/26 

Score Sarah Howes W60 14/26 

Score Sam Prior W40 15/26 

Score Jean Fitzgerald W65 17/26 

Score Jon Peet M45 18/26 
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roads - with a greatly increased likelihood of flooding or fallen trees - even if 

people could have got there they would have faced lashing rain and windspeeds 

in excess of 80mph.  Not everybody's idea of fun. 

Immediately we swung into motion to reschedule the event.  Jean skilfully 

negotiated the complexities of clashes with other regional events later that 

month.  David Kingdon persuaded the Conservators of the Ashdown Forest to 

allow us another try, within the restrictions of our licence.  Happily, we managed 

to get it in just in time - Saturday 29th February - the very last day before our 

licence expired to give way for bird nesting season in the Forest (thank 

goodness for leap years!) 

So at this point we had the rather surreal situation of: 

• A Sunday Series event taking place on a Saturday… 

• At a location that only exists in the imagination of a long-dead writer of 

fiction… 

• On a day that only occurs once every four years! 

And then along came Coronavirus.  The first I heard of it in relation to 

orienteering was when one of our competitors emailed me to ask whether he 

should stay away, having just returned from an infected Asian country.   

At that point I knew nothing about this or British Orienteering's policy (there was 

nothing on the BO website then either).  Jean advised me to contact Peter Hart, 

BO's Chief Executive, who I have to say was responsive and kind enough to 

reply to me in person.  The advice was that the competitor should not attend, 

which subsequent events have proven to be a sound approach, although it 

seemed excessive to me then as it went beyond what the UK government was 

advising at that time. 

Complying with BO's policy sent us into a frenzy of activity in the days leading 

up to 29th February.  Emails to competitors and helpers had to be drafted and 

sent, a special Coronavirus section added to the Risk Assessment, the Final 

Details on the event web page updated, and - most importantly - hand sanitiser 

sourced and deployed (fortunately Jean had two bottles left over from a previous 

event).  Luckily there was no talk at that time of social distancing or self-

isolating. 

On the day just over 100 people turned up.  In some ways this was disappointing 

- we had expected over 250 runners for the original event, and even though we 

made a lot of Fabian4 refunds after cancelling we were still expecting about 150 

for the rescheduled event.  But again the weather forecast was not entirely with 
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us, and there were clashes with other events in South East region.  That said, on 

the day itself the weather was not too bad - a short spell of heavy rain while we 

were setting up, which soon passed in favour of sunshine (albeit with a cold 

wind) apart from a brief hail shower later. Admittedly the ground was saturated 

on much of the courses, but then, to quote that great, wise and local philosopher 

- Winnie the Pooh - “When life throws you a rainy day, play in the puddles.”  We 

all played in the puddles of Enchanted Place that day, and came back smiling.  

After the trials and tribulations of the previous three weeks, this was a result. 

Thanks to Richard Field for Planning, Ian Marsden (GO) for Controlling, and 

Jean for helping with the Organising. 

Graham Denney 

The best performing Saxons were: 

 

Enchanted 

Place 
Name Age Class 

Position, out of how 

many? 

Brown Richard Whitaker M65 12/13 

Blue Mark Glaisher M65 10/30 

 Simon Blanchflower M65 13/30 

 Nick Betts M55 16/30 

Green Sarah Howes W60 8/33 

 David Kingdon M65 13/33 

 Mike Solomon M75 14/33 

 Jean Fitzgerald W65 25/33 

 Beryl Pring W70 26/33 

 Karen Ransley W40 31/33 

Lt Green Brian Henry M55 1/11 

 Jeremy Oldershaw M80 4/11 

 Doug Deeks M80 5/11 

 Renate Henry W50 7/11 

 Roger Pring M75 11/11 
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KNC24—Walderslade, Thursday 12th March 

Ffion and I first started planning this event in January. Having received the map 

from Mark we went about highlighting possible control locations. We want the 

start to be somewhere that would offer several choices to the first control, so 

chose the car park next to Tunbury school. 

In choosing the control locations we knew we wanted one to be at what we call 

the swirly bridge. This would enable us to use the ‘on top’ control description so 

if competitors weren’t paying attention they could end up looking in the wrong 

place. 

Our other aims were to create a course that would be a challenge for the fastest 

runners to complete but also have short routes for those, like me, that aren’t as 

quick and still enable them to get 10ish controls. 

Having planned the course on paper 

Ffion and I decided to walk the course 

and check on exact locations. Was 

there a suitable lamppost or other 

street furniture to grapple to? It took 

considerably longer than we 

anticipated to walk the, what turned 

out to be, just under 12k course on 

what we think was the optimum route. 

On the night there were 28 runners 

with the winner get 17 of the 20 

controls, having missed the 18th on 

the run in. The mean, median and 

mode of the number of controls collected all work out about to be about 11. So 

hopefully we got the balance about right. 

Neil & Ffion 

The best performing Saxons were (see over page): 
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Saxons Further Afield 
Farewell to Orienteering for the foreseeable future 

Jeremy Oldershaw 

I 
 go to London, say, 10 times a year. But in 2020 there were two trips in 

the diary for mid-March. Firstly, on March 12th, a meeting and urban 

walk around the City with 8 guys. This involved lunch in a pub and 

meeting in another hostelry. I didn’t really think much about Covid 19 at 

the time and went up and we had a good day. 

But by time it came to the second trip, LOK and Compass Sport Cup on 

Hampstead Heath on the 15th March things were beginning to get a little more 

serious. But I decided that, being a Sunday morning, I would go up by train and 

Tube. There were not many people on either so I felt fairly safe. Quite 

understandably some Saxons chose not to go and it was quite a low key event 

altogether. There were 327 competitors in total though I’m sure there were 

plenty who did not turn up from other clubs as well. 

I have been to Hampstead Heath before, though not for an orienteering event. In 

KNC24 Name Age Class Position, out of how many? 

Score Brendon Howe M50 1/28 

Score Alison Howe W45 3/28 

Score Andrew Derrick M45 4/28 

Score Alan Hickling M55 6/28 

Score Sean Cronin M50 8/28 

Score Bohdan Rainczuk M55 9/28 

Score Steve Waite M70 10/28 

Score Mike Solomon M75 13/28 

Score Stuart Williams M45 15/28 

Score Beryl Pring W70 16/28 

Score Heather Brown W70 17/28 

Score Jean Fitzgerald W65 18/28 

Score Sam Prior W40 19/28 

Score Karen Ransley W40 20/28 
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theory one would think that it is an area of paths, open areas and wooded bits. 

Well yes, it is but most of the wooded bits are scruffy, brambly bits and there are 

so many paths that you need to keep a very close eye on where you are. The 

paths and the open areas were heaving with non-orienteers as it was a dry but 

very windy day. But some areas were indescribably muddy, especially walking 

from assembly to the start. I don’t think it has rained since then! 

As to the actual event and my performance it was worth going up for the trip 

even if the course only took me about 39 minutes.  A roundabout route round a 

thicket because I came out on the wrong path from the previous control and 

overshooting a very small thicket (looked like a tree to me) and having to double 

back. Say I lost 1 minute in total. We had a double timed out road crossing on 

my course which confuses things. 

As the web site says 4 members scored maximum points in their class. One 

member who would usually expect to score good points went for a tour of the 

lower reaches of the Heath. Perhaps he knew we were going to be without ‘O’ 

and wanted a good run. 

I should be on the way home from the JK as I write this. So sad!!! 

The Lake District—Mid-February 

Sean Cronin 

I 
t raised a few eyebrows at work, “we’re going on a family holiday to the 

Lake District in February”, I said.  

Of course the days are fairly short, and it rains a lot, and in fact this was 

one of the weeks of record flooding. But even in such weeks, the Lake 

District is a fabulous place, and it rarely rains all day. All you need to do is get 

out and do something for a couple of hours in the glorious scenery to justify 

much lounging around in a cosy cottage. 

The main downside was that I would miss the KNC event at Addington Hills, one 

of the best areas. However this would surely be compensated by the prospect of 

midweek night orienteering in the Lake District. 

Two night events were on offer. Lakeland Orienteering Club had an event on 

Wednesday at Orrest Head near Kendal, with Jerry and Rowan Purkis in 

attendance as well this looked an excellent option. However the weather 

forecast was for biblical rain, so instead I went for the West Cumbrian 

Orienteering Club night event at Silloth Golf Club the following day. How did this 

remote night event compare to our familiar KNC events? 

On paper the event looked really tempting, technical sand dunes, running along 
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the beach, food in the golf club 

afterwards. I even managed (after 

some persuasion) to get Karen (non 

orienteering partner) and Ben (who 

says he doesn’t like night orienteering) 

to go as well. So far so good. 

Even though I’m a southerner I’m not 

completely wet behind the ears when it 

comes to cold northern places – we’ve 

holidayed in Iceland in February – so I 

made sure the family were well 

prepared with thermals, gloves and a hat each. The plan was to do the short 

technical course (3km) taking it in turns to do the legs, with me shadowing when 

not leading the leg to make sure we didn’t go too far off course. This plan lasted 

approximately 2 seconds after getting out of the car. I can tell you that a snowy 

Icelandic winter feels like the Caribbean compared to the Solway Firth in a 

winters gale. There was an instant mutiny and I was left on my own outside the 

car staring at the stars. 

After a slight family holiday meltdown, the new plan was to enter the yellow 

course. I would do the navigating and we’d use it as an excuse for a 2k run, 

featuring the more realistic clothing arrangement of full winter coats with hoods 

up.  

Running into the gale in the treeless golf course and a wind chill somewhere 

below the value of a typical deepfreeze, strained sense of humours still further, 

not helped by a slight 180 degree error that added an extra half a kilometer at 

control 2. The course was a straightforward out into the wind and blown back 

route along the paths, completely missing the fantastic sand dune orienteering – 

but mercifully short at least, and after the halfway point we all started to warm up 

and Ben began to enjoy himself a little (I think). The local orienteers cut across 

us, navigating into the tricky looking dunes, it was tempting for me, but not a 

night to be standing around discussing a map.  

The Cronin family were third. With a field of in fact 3, and the orienteer with 40 

years experience doing all the navigating I can’t say this was a fine performance 

(7 minutes 18 seconds behind the winning M10). However we were still 

speaking to each other at the end, and we felt a strange healthy glow in the 

pizza restaurant afterwards, as if we were true Lake District outdoor types and 

not 3 soft southerners with more gear than ideas. 

How did the WCOC event compare to our KNCs? Their turnout was better – 53 
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for a night event. They also had a 

really impressive turnout of juniors – 

11 for a night event in that brutal 

weather. And the terrain was fantastic 

– if only we could swap Silloth Golf 

Course with Kings Hill Golf Course. 

However the KNCs have much more 

atmosphere, and the key thing is the 

KNC mass start. The WCOC event felt 

rather flat with everyone starting and 

finishing at different times, so no pre or 

post event hubbub, though it was hardly a night for chatting. The golf course 

club house was serving post event food, but completely empty when we got 

there and not inviting compared to KNC pub evenings (hence the visit to the 

pizza restaurant). 

Where we might learn perhaps is providing a less technical option at KNCs, 

which would suit juniors and beginners more. Some KNC events have several 

easy controls, and this still happens, but not consistently applied or that obvious 

to a newbie. Perhaps we might try a mass start yellow standard option (not 

necessarily with the strict length definition) for complete newbies and younger 

juniors at our trickier areas? 

So the WCOC Silloth Golf course event it was different night experience, but still 

a great one. Definitely memorable. When orienteering restarts, and if you’re up 

in the Lake District on holiday, it’s well worth checking out the LOC and WCOC 

websites for midweek orienteering events as they run throughout the year. 

Sean Cronin 

SLOW MBO Score Series 2020 #1: Thursley—23rd February 

Richard Field 

Format: MBO Score | Mapping: Ordnance Survey | Time Limit: 3 hours & 2 

hours | League: SLOW MBO Score Series 2020 (Round 1 of 6) 

T 
he course area proved quite a challenge and was harder than it 

looked on the map. Most trails were off road and the area was very 

hilly. With so many bridleways and tracks on the ground, navigation 

tripped a few people up.  

I should point out that there were rather more competitors (20) on the 3 hour 

event, but a win is a win! G=Group.  I was the only Saxon at the event. The next 

events in the series – there were to have been six in all – have been cancelled. 
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Pos Name Age Score Time Points Bonus / 

1st Richard Field M50 185 02:04:50 190 -5 

2nd Mark Humphrey / G 180 01:56:44 180   

3rd Peter Foulkes M50 180 01:57:45 180   

4th Tim Buckley M40 150 01:48:24 150   

5th Andrew Darke M50 140 01:48:56 140   

6th Toby Jenkins / G 70 01:37:52 70   
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To remind you, the rules are: 

Fill in the empty squares with the orienteering symbols shown, so that each 

symbol appears only once on each row, column and region.  (A region is a 3x3 

grid of squares, with a thick border). 

But to give this quiz a little extra challenge…only 8 symbols are provided—one 

of them is missing.   

If you complete the quiz successfully, you will have 1 blank square—and only 1!

—in each row, column and region. 

Have fun! 

Brendon Howe 
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Jean at Scotney Castle KOL 

Ready For The 

Off: Start at 

Knole Park KNC 

Happy beginners at Perry 

Wood KOL 

SO...this is 

what SO do 

with their old 

junior shoes 

(from a SOG 

local event) 

Thanks to Sean Cronin for these photos 
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